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Question #63

Which of these is considered as one of the biggest challenges to testing mobile applications?
A. Defining the users' personas
B. Frequency of release cycles
C. Obtaining good simulators
D. Finding tools for performance testing
Answer: B
Question #64
Which of the following skills must the tester have in mobile testing?
A. Requirements analysis
B. Test Design
C. Test implementation
D. All of the above
Answer: D
Question #65
Which of the following factors will affect the choice of the equipment requirements?
A. Weather
B. location
C. Connectivity
D. All of the above
Answer: D
Question #66
Which of the following is the best lifecycle to choose if you are developing a safety-critical mobile application?
A. V-model
B. Agile
C. Rational Unified Process
D. Kanban
Answer: A
Question #67

What is the best way to develop a mobile application?
A. Develop all the featured one time with the highest possible quality so that you can impress your
customers.
B. Develop all the features one time even if there are a lot of bugs to gain a time to market advantage.
C. Develop an initial simple version of the application and then ass features incrementally when they are
ready and the market demands
D. Develop an initial simple version of the application and then add features incrementally once they come
to your mind
Answer: C
Question #68
What does the word OTA mean?
A. On the air
B. Over the air
C. On the application
D. Over the application
Answer: B
Question #69
In mobile testing, which type of testing should we-as testers- provide?
A. Testing that will not slow the progress of the product to market?
B. Testing that will help reduce the risk of catastrophic failures
C. Both answers are correct
D. None of the answers is correct
Answer: C
Question #70
Why is risk based testing very important in mobile testing?
A. Because there are a lot of critical risks in the mobile field.
B. Because other techniques are not feasible in the mobile field
C. Because risk based testing is proved to be the best approach to test any type of applications
D. Because there will never be enough time to test everything
Answer: D
Question #71
Why is rapid prototyping used in mobile testing?
A. to give the developers enough time to develop new features
B. to quickly develop, gain feedback and successfully deploy a new product
C. to ensure that all aspects of the application are tested thoroughly
D. to ensure that enough unit testing is done
Answer: B
Question #72
"Push it out and let the users test it"

Which is correct?
A. This sentence is correct for any type of application.
B. This sentence is correct for any mobile application.
C. This sentence is correct for some types of mobile applications.
D. This sentence is always wrong.
Answer: C
Question #73
Which type of application is more portable?
A. Native mobile application
B. Hybrid mobile application
C. Both are not portable
D. Both are easily portable
Answer: B
Question #74
If you are going to test a new application of iOS devices, which is considered as the best model to test it on
regarding that you want to test on a representative device which represents most of iOS family devices?
A. iPhone 1
B. iPhone 3
C. iPhone 7
D. iPhone X
Answer: C
Question #75
If coding is done using tools that are designed specifically for the device, what type of an application is it?
A. Mobile Web Site
B. Mobile Web application
C. Native mobile application
D. Hybrid application
Answer: C
Question #76
What is a major difference between mobile applications and traditional software?
A. Mobile applications are easier to develop
B. Traditional users are somewhat committed to using an application even if it is slow
C. Mobile users are somewhat committed to using an application even if it is slow
D. Traditional applications are easier to develop
Answer: B
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